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ABSTRACT
Achievement of Students in Introductory Social Science
Courses Offered by the College of Humanit ies, Arts,
and Social Sciences at Utah State University
by
James Collins Lewis, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1973
Major Professor: Dr. Keith T. Checketts
Department: Counseling Psychology
The evaluation of student achievement in college has only recently become
an important area of research.

The main focus of this study was to determine the

achievement of studen ts in introductory social science courses offered by the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at Utah State University.
Several other variables were cons idered throughout the study including (1) the
achievement of students in introductory courses offered by other colleges than the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, (2) the effects of using standardil~ed

and teacher-made tests in measuring achievement, and (3) the achievement

gain/loss of students tested two months after the completion of the course.
The students in four introductory courses--Political Science 111, Sociology
101, Geology 101, and Economics 200--were tested.

The students in Political

Science 111 and Economics 200 were tested with standardized tests specific to the
subject area.

The students in Sociology 101 and Geology 101 were tested with

viii

teacher-made tests.

All students were given a pretest at the beginning of the

course and a posttest at the conclusion of the course.

The students in Socio logy

101 and Geology 101 were tested a third time two months after the termination
of the course to measure long term retention.
Null hypotheses were used in the study.

The analysis of variance with

the F - test of significance was employed at the . 01 level of significance for the
primary J,ypothesis and the . 05 level for the subsidiary hypotheses.

In conclusion,

the data indicated that students in introductory social science courses offered by
the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences--Political Science 111 and
Sociology 101- -showed an increase in knowledge after taking those t:ourses.
Th e data also showed increases in knowledge of those students laking introductory
courses--Geology 101 and Economics 200--which were offered by colleges other
th an the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.
The data in relation to the subsidiary hypotheses indicated that (1) students
in introductory courses offered by other colleges at USU showed larger knowledge
gains than the students in the introductory social science courses offered by the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, (2) students in courses
measured with teacher-made tests scored higher than the students in course s
measured with standardized tests, and (3) an interaction existed between the
method of testing and the college offering the course.

Finally, the students in the

two courses--Sociology 101 and Geology 101--who were tested two months after
the completion of the course continued to show positive achievement gains.

( 73 pages )

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Demands for evaluation of colleges and universities have come from many
sources--college presidents' offices, other college administrative offices, the
faculty, the students, the state government, legislative bodies, education offices,
pressure groups, courts, and the general public (McConnell, 1971; Dressel and
Pratt, 1971).
There are many reasons for the demands for evaluation of colleges and
universities.

McConnell (1971) wrote:

Turmoil and disruption on the campuses; political action by
students and faculty members; severe shrinkages in governmental,
corporate, and individual incomes, coupled with rising taxes; and
mounting distrust of higher education by the public are behind the
increasing demand for colleges and universities to justify what
they are doing and to disclose the effectiveness and efficiency of
their operations. (p. 44 6)
Dressel and associates (1971) offered other reasons for the demand for
evaluation such as "changing objectives and goals . . . , changing patterns of
administrative organizatio n and the roles of administrators, c!)anges in academic
programs, the changes and increasing complexity of institutional environments,
social and physical, the demands of students, and new emphasis on cooperation
and coordination of institutions" (p. 321).

Manning (1969) stated that demand for

evaluation is due to the promise evaluation holds for impro ving the educational
process and making the educational system accountable.
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Tl,e demand for evaluation of colleges and universities makes it imperative that data be provided to legitimatize fund requests (Cronbach, 1963).

"Col-

leges and universities must now seemingly daily provide justification of their
financial existence with quantitative data." (Brich, 1971, p. 28) Data concerning tl,o prediction of enrollments and assessment of poysical plants ar e needed
(Dressel and Pratt, 1971).

Data about the cos ts of instruction are needed (Dres-

sel and associates, 1971).

Data about what happens to the student, the "value

added," are also needed (Qualitative and Quantitative Performance and Achievement in Higher Education Report, 1971).

All this data, but especially the latter ,

are needed to provide the public, the student, and others with confidence in the
educational system (Lessinger, 1970).
Information about student academic growth is especially sketchy (Harris
and Hurst, 1972). A review by Feldman and Newcomb (1969) of studies of
college influence indicated that most studies have dealt primarily with changes
in student attitudes, values, interests, and beliefs as a result of the college
experience.

Dressel and Pratt (1971) s tated that practically no r esearch has

been directed at identification of the changes in student academic knowledge
developed while attending college.

"The typical approach to institutional evalu-

ation is to focus on faculty and facilities, not to attempt to see what happ ens to
students as a consequence of having been exposed to them." (Dyer, 1966, p. 463)
A common approach to institutional self-study not too unlike other types of
college and university studies is to let departments review their own activities
in terms of a general analysis and recommendations.

These departmental

reviews typically do not require analysis of student academic growth, however.
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"Thus it happens regularly that, despite programs of institutional self-study,
many units in the university change little or not at all." (Dressel and Dietrich,
19G7 , p. 25) It thus appears that thougl, the public and others are demanding

"product reliability" in terms of student capabilities, the research approaches
have not been, and are not oriented to provide such data.
Utah State University (hereafter referred to as USU) is not unlike other
colleges a nd universities.

USU administrators also must de velop and colle ct

data with which to justify their institutional budgets.

USU faculty research p ub-

lications since 1959 and USU graduate theses and dissertations, however, offer
little or no data to confirm the academic achievement of USU students . Some
USU administrators have begun their own studies spec ifically aimed at obtaining
results to meet the external and interna l demands for evaluation.
The administrators of the College of Humanities , Arts , and Social
Sciences have decided to investiga te the academic growth of USU students in
lower division, undergraduate introductory courses (hereafter referred to as
" introductory courses").

There are several r easons for concentra ting their

initial efforts on the introductory courses.

First, the Jack of research fun ds

has made it necessary to restrict the sco pe of the research.

Second, the

results from the General Examinations of the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) have shown that some students possess the knowledge of introd uctory courses offered by the College of Humanities , Arts, and Social Sciences before they enter that college (Christiansen, 1972). It is thus necessary to
determine those introductory courses which add little to the poo l of knowledge
of USU students and to improve them or to replace them in the c urric ular o ffer ings.
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Thus far, the adminish·ators of the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences have been able to initiate only one major study.

That study

(Christian sen , 1972), concerning learning in English Composition classes at
USU, has generated some doubt that English Composition classes at USU contribute to the knowl edge of the students taking those classes.

The need is for

additional r esear ch in other introductory courses at USU to provide ad ministrators with current and ample data to confir m or disconfirm the importa nce
of the contribution of these introductory courses to the academic growth of USU's
s tude nts.
The problem is, then, th at despite the r esearch done by the College of
Humanities, Arts, and Social Scie nces concerning the learning which occurs in
English Co mposition classes a t USU, there is still a la ck of informatio n concerning th e le arning which occurs in other introductory co ur ses offered by the
Co ll ege of Humanities, Arts, and Soc ial Sc ie nces at USU.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The research of this study may best be classified as an administrative
study of a college within a uni versity . This study was conducted for the College
of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences to obtain an exact measurement of student learning in selected introductory courses (specifically introductory social
science) offered by that college.

As an administrative study conducted for

specific purposes, the research measures (1) only academic gains of students,
(2) only selected introductory courses offered by certain colleges at USU, and

(3) only student growth as measured by non-departmental related research per-

sonnel.
This research is thus different or unique in many ways from the other
types of research that have been done at the university.

Unlike the departmental

studies it docs not rely on faculty recommendations (Dressel, 1968).

Unlike

institutional self-study it is concerned only with examining a small segment of the
university.

Unlike educational research it is concerned with identifying only

gains/losses in student growth rather than pinpointing the curricu lar or instructional methodology eorrelatccl lo lhc change.

Unlike institutional rescarc:;h il

makes no effort lo compare student gains in courses at USU with students in
similar courses at other universities (Dressel and associates, 1971).
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Before a review of research related to administrative studies of academic
achievement in selected introductory courses offered by the Coll ege of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences at USU is presented, a critical examination of the factors involved in this study needs to be presented.
The effect of college education has been a topic of interest for many years.
The "value added" concept (Task Force Report, 1971) !,as been recently coined to
represent the changes that occur in students as a re sult of their four years in
college.

"Value added" is a comprehensive term . It refers to "changes in intel-

lectual abilities, changes in factual knowledge, changes in emotional sensitivity
and changes in values" (Barton, 1959, p. 14).

The research of this thesis will

concentrate specifically on that aspect of "value added" related to cl,anges in
factual knowledge.
The acquisition of factual knowledge, referred to also as achievement,
knowledge acquisition, academic growth, and change, is important in the educational process because it provides the informational basis for other intellectual abilities and skills (Barton, 1959; Proceedings, 1969; Bloom, 1959) . Though
the processes of measuring change in factual knowledge as a result of the college
experience has been inadequate in the past (Cronbach, 1963; Astin, 1971), the
prctcst-posttest technique is recommended to measure the overt behavioral
changes in performance (Buethe, 1969; Glaser, 196 8; Roberts, 1969; Forehand,
1971; Dyer, 1970; Milton and Shahen, 19(j8; Westland, 1971).
The difference in pretest-posttest means (i. e. mean change scores) on
tests of academic achievement for groups of students is necessary in the evaluation of the teaching and curriculu m in ins titutions of high er education (Ford, 1971;

Cronbach, 1963).

This evaluation of both teaching and curric ulum is essentially

the evaluation of the college's input into the educational process (Birch, 1970).
Though the mean change score does not specify the variable (i.e. teachi ng or
curriculum) which is responsible for mean los s or gain in student scores, it
does provide an index for judging a college's e ffe ctiveness and contribution to
the student's acr1uisition of factual knowledge (Cronbach, 1963; Dyer, 1966;
Manning, 19691 Roberts, 1969).
In order to obtain an accurate indication of a college ' s effectivenP sh and
contribution to the student's knowledge several factors must be considered (1) the
type of learning measured , (2) the type of test used to measure the change, and
(3) the type of mean change score used to quantify the change.
There are four types of lea rning which can be measured to investigate
the acquisition of factual knowledge-reca ll, retention, transfer, and relearning (Kagan and Havemann, 1968).

Though all are desirable approaches to the

measurement of learning, eva lu ation using r ecognition is (1) the approach with
which the student is most familiar, (2) the approach which most easily can be
objecti vi zed, and (3) the approach which can be used to measure both short
and long term memory, the latter being a val uable indication of learning as
distinguished from mere memorizatio n (Po st man, 1967).
The testing instruments are crucialindetcrminingwhatis measured.
measuring the gains in factual knowledge two types of achievement tests are
applicable--the standardized achieveme nt test and the criterion-referenced
achievement test.

In
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The standardized test with its advantages of objectivity and standardization may measure too broad a spectrum of the subject area (Cronbach, 1963;
Palalino, 1970).

The criterion-referenced test (CRT) on the other hand, though

an excellent test to use to determine how well a curriculum is achieving its objectives (Cronbach, 1963), has the drawback of questionable objectivity (reliability and validity) and standardization (scoring and administration).
The type of mean change scores used to quantify the change is also important to the accurate measurement of academic growth or change.

There are four

major types of mean change scores--crude or raw gain, true gain (Lord, 1956),
residual gain (Cronbach and Furby, 1970), and percentage gain (Menlo and
Johnson, 1971) . Of the methods, the percentage gain score appears to ha ve the
most advantages.

Percentage gain scores are more highly correlated to post-

test socres in a positive direction.

The range of variation of scores in the

distribution of percentage gain scores is small.

The use of percentage gain

appears to have a normalizing effect on the distribution of scores .
centage gain scores don't appear to penalize the high starters.

The per-

Percentage

gain scores provide a common base on which to compare scores with different
bases (Menlo and Johnson, 1971).
Regardless of the type of mean score used to measur e gain, howe ve r,
several problems still remain a part of the measur e ment of change.

First,

the tests used may not measure the cnti re range of achievement in the co urse .
In other words, the test may not have been difficult enough to measure the upper limits of knowledge.

This is the "ceiling effect." Second, the student who

earned a high score on the pretest will earn somewhat of a lower score on the
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posttest, whereas the students who earned a low pretest score will rec e ive a
somewhat higher score on the posttest.

This is known as the "regression

effect" and occurs partially because of the errors of measurement due to a
poorly constructed test and the guessing element and because the pretest and
posttest are partially correlated.

Third, the very elements that make a lest

sound psychometrically (1) highly reliable scores, and (2) highly correlated testretest scores obtained within a year or two of each other, are not the elements
which make a test good to measure change.

Fourth, tests which are not factor-

ially pure may reflect different levels of ability for different students.

Fifth,

but not critical when using the percentage gain scores, the gain scores generally
ass ume equal inter vals at all points in the test (Borg, and Gall, 1971) .
Three other factors affect the accuracy of change scores.

First, the

fo cus of instruction can concentrate on the test material to such an ex tent that
the test is taught during the course of the instruction.

Second, the differential

motivation of the students can be an uncontrolled extraneo us var iable.

Third,

the content of the test may be more closely parallel to the abilities of average
and below average college students-- " the con te nt effect." Even with the faults
inherent in using change scores, however, sophisticated researchers still usc
them for lack of better measurement procedures (Cronbach and Furby, 1970).
With regard lo the various approaches available with which to measure
achievement at the college level, the research indicates that some approaches
may facilitate the accuracy of the measurement.

This researcher thus has chosen

to delimit the measurement of student achievement to (1) measuring the acquisition of factual knowledge, (2) using mean change scores, (3) using the
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percentage gain scores to quantify the change scores, (4) testing recognition
as opposed to recall or transfer, and (5) using both standard achievement and
criterion-referenced tests.
Having considered these delimiting factors, a review of the research
related to administrative studies of academic achievement in selected introductory courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
at USU is now presented.
There have been different types of studies investigating ach ievement in
college. Few of these studies apply directly to achievement gains in specific
college courses, however.
Studies about general intellectual or scholastic aptitude change (Connel,
1954; Livesay, 1939; Louise, 1947; Shue, 1948; Silvery, 1951), though indicating
intellectual development during college, do not relate directly to questions about
specific knowledge acquisition due to a specific course or a series of courses.
Studies relating various indices of college quality to student learning
and intellectual development (Astin, 1968; Rock, Centra, and Linn, 1970;
Rock and Centra, 1971; Rock, Baird, and Linn, 1972) have used measures of
final achievement (i.e. final test score) rather than measures of achievement
gain or loss (i.e. pretest-posttest difference).
Many studies of achievement gains after one, two, or four years of college (Lenning, 1968; Harris and Hurst, 1972; Harris and Booth, 1969 ; Beanblossom, 1969) have reported achieveme nt gains in broadly defined areas of
study (i.e. humanities, social science, mathematics, and natural science), but
not in specific courses.
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Only in studies related to a comparison of teaching methods in specific
college co urses (primarily introductory courses) is any information found related to achievement gains.

Even then, many studies comparing teaching

methods (Emery and Enger, 1972; Nelson, 1971; VanPelt and Austin, 1971;
Burman and Flaherty, 1968; and, Lareau, 1971) have placed more emphasis on
comparing the gains due to the teaching methods used than on overall gains due
to taking the course as such. Some, however , have produced findings relevant to
the impact of introductory courses.
Tovrea (1971) compared the effects of two methods of teaching
general biology.

He reported (1) that students showed no significant gains in

achievement on critical thinking skills at the completion of the course regardless
of the method, and (2) that students showed significant mean gain scores in knowledge of biology under both methods of instruction.
Futz (1970) reported no gains in freshman English classes at a community
college in the Boston area in 1969.

Futz compared a non-directive teaching

method and a traditional teaching method . The measurement of achievement of
both groups was conducted before and after the course of instruction with two
20-minute and one 40-minute essays.
enced raters on a scale of 1-3.

These essays were rated by five experi-

The results were (1) that there was no mea-

surable change in the writing achievement of either group, and (2) that there was
no decrease in writing ability in the non-directive group.

Futz (1970) concluded

that student gains were negligible under either teaching method .
Sharon (1971) stated that three studies had found significant achie,-ement
gains by co llege students after taking a college course or a group of college
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courses. In all three cases the General Examination (GE) of the College Level
Examination (CLEP) were used as the testing instruments.
Two other researchers, Grover (1970) and Norton (1967), have offered
their comments on performance gains in specific college courses, but have
failed to present any research data to verify their conclusions.
At utah State University (USU) two studies have been reported which relate directly to achievement gains in introductory courses.
First, Erickson (1969) published a thesis on the "Effects of a College
Mathematics Sequence Upon the Attitudes and Achievement in Mathematics of
Prospective Elementary School Teachers. " While in the Mathematics 21
(Mathematics for Elementary Teachers) course, 126 students took pretests and
posttests, consisting of the Stanford Ach ievement Test Series.

"Of those stu-

dents who took both the pretest and the posttest in mathematical achievement ,
only four showed no increase on the posttest over the pretest.

No one had th e

same posttest score as pretest score . This would perhaps indi ca te that almost
everyone learned something in the co urse." (Eri ckson, 1969, p. 25)
The second study was conducted by Christiansen (1972).

Christiansen

tested a total of 110 entering freshman at USU, falling in five groups (24 students in each group).

The groups were as follows:

The Advanced Placement Group: This group cons isted of 1971-72 USU
freshmen students who received a score of :J, 4, or !inn the Advanced Placement
Test in English Composition.
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The CLEP Credit Group: This group included 1971-72 USU freshmen
students who received credit for freshman English by scoring 450 or more points
on the CLEP General Examination (GE) in English Composition.
The CLEP Waiver Group: This group contained 1971- 72 USU freshmen
students who waived the freshman English requirement by scoring from 390449 points on the CLEP General Examination in English Composition.
The A-B Grade Group: This group was 1970-71 USU freshman students
who received credi t for three quarters of freshman English a nd whose freshman
English grade point average (GPA) was either a "A" or a "B".
The C-D Grade Group: This group was composed of 1970-71 USU
freshman students who received credit for three quarters of freshman English
and whose freshman English GPA was either a "C" or a "D".
All five groups of students took the CLEP subject examination in English
Composition , which consists of a 90-minute objective part a nd a 90-minute
essay part, at the end of their freshman year at USU.

The objective part of the

test was machine scored and designed so that the individual could receive a score
of 20 to 80 points.

As for the essay part, three members of the USU English

Department scored each essay on a scale of 1 to 12 points.

The grades of the

three essay graders were summed providing a range of scores from 3 to 3C
points .

The mean and standard deviations (S .D. ) of each group arc presented

in the appendix.
Differences between each pair of group means was calculated.
objccti ve section of the test, the results show s ignifi ca nt differences (P

On the

< . 01)
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(1) between the Advanced Placement Group and the C- D Grade Group, (2) between the Advanced Place me nt Group and the CIEP Wai ve r Group, (3) between
the Advanced Placement Group and the A-B Grade Group, (4) between the CLEP
Cr edit Group and the C-D Grade Group and, a significant difference (p

<: . 05) ,

(6) between the A-B Grade Group and the CLEP Waiver Group (tables in the
appendix) . Actually, the gruu!Js ca n be categori zed as those groups taking
English compositio n classes at USU and those groups not taking English composition cl ass at USU.

The mean objective test score of those groups re-

quired to take English composition was higher (P

<. 01) than

the mean objective

test score of those students not required to take English composition.
The results seem to s how that (1) students who did not take English
c omposition scored higher on the objective test a t the end of three terms th a n
did the USU s tud e nts who took English compos ition , and (2) the s tude nts who
took Eng li s h composition did not score a ny rlifferent on the essay part than
those students wh o were not required to take Englis h composition.

The implied

conclus ion is that English compos iti o n had fail ed to increa se the knowledge of
those students taking the course .

Cau tion needs

to

be taken in accepting such

a co nclusion , however, because the groups already were not comparab le by
ability and/or edueational background.

No attempt was made to deter mine the

initial mean scores on an objective exam pretest for the different groups thus
providing a base from which to determine change .
Despite the caution which needs to be taken in accept ing the conclus io n
thRt English compos ition is failing to increase the knowledge of those students
taking the course, this study has create d enough doubt in the minds of USU
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administrators to question the achievement of students in other introductory
courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at

usu.
The research conducted over the years at USU, however , provides USU
administrators with little information of the achievement of students in other
introductory courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts , and Social
Sciences.

The r ese arch has been primarily concerned with the comparison of

teaching methods (Lauer, 1972; Lyon and Marston, 1972; White , 1969; Willems,
1970) or the prediction of college achievement via some variable(s) (Giles, 1965 ;
Day , 1939; Bateson, 1949; LaPray, 1962 ; Johnson, 1951; Lunt , 1956; Hendricks,
1967; Tyrrel, 1958; Pickett, 1958). As was stated in the introduction, areview of USU faculty research publications since 1959 offers no data relating to
achievement gains in coliege introductory courses at USU.
In summary, several observations can be made.

First, there has been

a limited amount of research investigating achievement gains of students in
specifi c introductory courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences.

This r eview has uncovered only two studies at USU concerning

gains of students in introductory courses . There is a need for more research
along these lines.
Second, lhe researvh lhal does exist relating to achievement in introductory courses does not provide a consistent picture of the achievement in college
courses from which one could predict achievement gains in those courses.
Lenning (1968) suggests achievement gains exist after one and two years of
college.

Harris and Hurst (1972) agree that significant gains in knowledge are
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made in th e first year of college.

Harris and Booth (1969) found ga ins in

humanities, natural science, and history, but not in math and English after
one year in co ll ege .

Beanblossom (1969) found gains in humanities , natural

science, and history, but not in math a nd English after one yea r in college.
Beanblossom (1969) suggested that gr eater knowledge exists after two ye ars of
liberal arts courses.

To vrea (1971) found significant mean gains in knowledge

o f biology. Putz (1970) reported that ach ievement gains in freshman Enr;l ish
c lasses after one year were neg ligible. Sharon (1971) repor ted gains in college
courses.
Third, the research indicates that achievement gains might be more
probable in certain subject areas than others.

There are indicatio ns that

English and social science courses might not be as prone to display ga in s as
courses in natural science, math, and humanities . Lenni ng (l:J63)
scores were least sensitive to stur.lcnt grow th.

~;air.l

Engli sh

English and mathematics were the

on ly two subjects that showrd a nega tive mean scur e change.
(EJ72) found social sc ien ce to demonstrate U1e le.ts l gain .

Harr is and l!urst

Harris and Booth

(1%9) reported sma ll ga ins in soc ial science but not in English .
(1969) reported hardly any gains in the soc ial Sctences .

Beanblossom

J ewe ll (1970) a nd

Putz (1970) repor t non-significant gains in English composition classes.
Thus, knowing that there is (1) a limited amount of research investigati ng achievement gains of students taking specifi c introductor y cou r ses offered
by the College of Humaniti es , Art s, and Soci al Sciences, (2) an incons istency i n
the research data concerninfi the achievement ga ins of students in introductory
co ll ege courses offered by the Coll ege of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences,
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and (3) an indication that achievement gains in English and social science introductory courses might contribute least to the knowledge gains of the students,
then investigation of the achievement of students at USU in introductory social
science and English courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences seems warranted.

However, due to the recent demands placed

on the Englis h Department as a result of the Christiansen study (1972) the
investigation of achievement of students in English composition classes was
deemed inadvisable, thus limiting the scope of this investigation to the achievement of students in introductory social science courses.
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CHAPTER III
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES, OB.JECTIVES,
AND HYPOTHESES

The need for information concerning achievement of students taking
specific introductory courses, specifically social science courses offered by
the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at USU, has been presented i!l the introduction and the review ef literature. In the introduction, the
need for administrators to account for the request of funds was presented. In
the review of literature, the absence of appropriate research concerning achievement in selected introductory courses was presented.
The research indicated two course content areas, soc ial science and
English, in the course offering of the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences which displayed little or no evidence of contribution to the achievement
gains of students , but only the social science area was chosen for investigation.
The purpose of this study was thus to investigate the achievement that occurs in
selected social science introductory courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at USU.
Objectives
The primary objective of this research was to determine the achievement
of students taking introductory social science courses offered by the College of
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.
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In an attempt to add further clarity to the results, several other
factors were investigated.

This investigation of other factors provided several

subsidiary objectives in the r esearch which were: (1) to determine tJ,e achievement of students in the introductory social science courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Science as compared to the achievement
of students in introductory courses not offered by the College of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences, (2) to determine the effect of testing with standardized tests and criterion-referenced tests on the measurement of achievement
gains, (3) to determine the long term retention of students in courses tested
with criterion referenced tests, and (4) to determine the interaction between
the mode of testing and the college offering the course.

Hypotheses

The hypothesis in regard to each objective was:
Pritnar y hypothesfts
1.

There is no difference between the pretest and posttest scores of

students taking introductory social science courses offered by the College of
Humanities, Arts , and Social Sciences at USU.
Subsidiary hypotheses
2.

There Is no difference in ach ievement between students taking intro -

ductor y social science courses offered by the College of llumaniti cs, Arts, and
Social Science and the achievement of students taking introduc tory courses
offered by the other colleges at USU.
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3.

There is no difference in achievement measured by standardized

tests and achievement measured by cr iterion-referenced tests.
4.

There is no interaction between the mode of testing and the college

offer ing the course.
5.

There is no difference between achievement of students tested with

criterion-referenced tests at the beginning of the course (i. c. Sociology and Geology) and the achievement of those same students tested with the same c riterion-referenced test two months after the course termination.
The primary hypothesis is tested at the p< . 01 level of significance and
the subsidiary hypotheses are tested at the p (. 05 level of significance. These
levels of significance were chosen because of the expected large difference in
pretest and posltest results for the introductory social science courses tested
(primary hypothesis) and the expected smaller differences that would occur in
analyzing the subsidiary hypothesis.
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CH APTER IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The popu lation of this study consisted of all students taking introductory
social science courses offered by the College of Humanities , Arts, and Social
Sc iences at USU.

The College of Humanities, Arts, and Socia l Sciences at USU

includes ten departments.

Of these ten departments , three could be ac curately

c l ass ified as offering social science courses--those co ur ses pertaining to
human society, its classes, and individual r e la tionships, past and/or present
(American Heritage Dictionary, 1971; Dressel, 1968).

These three departments

are (1) History and Geography, (2) Political Science, (3) and Sociology, Social
Work, and Anthropology.

Each of these departments offers its basic lower

division undergraduate introductory courses at either the 100 or 200 number le vel.
An essential e lement of these courses is that they usually are offered every term.
Ther e a r e presently 25 cour ses so numbered a nd offered by these three departments.

In the area s of political science, sociology, social work and a nthro-

pology, one basic introdu c tory course is listed.

In the areas of history a nd

geograp hy, 10 basic introdu c tory course s are listed, howe ve r , only three of t hese
are categorized as the initial introduc tory social sc ience course in the se ri es.
Thus, of th e 25 introductory social science courses offered by these three departments, seven can actually be classified as basic prereq.1isite first term
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introductory social science courses.

These courses are the ones referred to

in this study.
The sample consisted of intact classes of USU students in two of the seven
introductory course s, in the population--Politieal Science 111 (American State and
Local Government and Polities), and Sociology 101 (Introductory Sociology).

Bes ides these two introductory social science classes two other basic
prereqJisite first term introductory classes offered by colleges other than the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences--Geology 101 and Economics
200--were chosen to lest.

With this particular array of courses, not only could

achievement be examined in the two introductory soeial science courses, but a
comparison could be made between the achievement of students in the social
science classes offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
and the achievement of students in introductory courses offered by the other
colleges .
The four classes were also distinguished by the method used to test each
class.

Two classes were tested with standardized tests--Economics 200 and

Political Science 111.

The other two classes--Sociology 101 and Geology 101--

were tested with criterio n-referenced (teacher-made) tests.

This grouping of

differential test composit ion allowed for the analysis of the effects of test type on
the achievement gains of the students.
design below:

The design conforms to the 2x2 factorial
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MODE OF TESTING
CRITERION- REFERSTANDARDIZED
ENCED TESTS
TESTS

COLLEGE OFFERING
THE COURSE

Selected introductory social
science courses offered by
the College of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences

Selec.:ted introductory courses
offered by other colleges at

usu
Figure 1.

POLITICAL
SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY

ECONOMICS

GEOLOGY

Model of the factorial des ign showing mode of testing and the college
offering the course

Data and Instrumentation

Selection of tests . The selection of the standardized tests was partiall y
predetermined . In the case of Economics 200, Lyon and Marston (1972) used
the Test of Understanding in College Economics prepared by the Committee for
a College-Level Test of Economic Understanding of the Joint Council on Economic Education.

The students were given the "B" version of the test at the beginning

of spring term and the "A" version (parallel form) at the end of spring term 1972.
In the case of Political Science 111, the Principles of Democracy Test
produced by Science Research Associates was used.

The test was designed for

use with grades 9- 12 but because (1) the test was available via the counseling
department at no cost, (2) other alternate political science exams demonstrated
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no better qualifications, and (3) the test met the basic administration time requirements (1 hour maximum), it was used.
The choice of criterion-referenced (teacher-made) tests for Sociology
101 and Geology 101 was determined largely by the lack of acceptable standard-

ized tests in these areas of study at the college level.

The professors of both

Sociology 101 and Geology 101 were asked to participate in compiling a test for
purposes of measuring achievement gain.

The test was to measure the student's

comp rehension of the essential elements of the course.
ment was that the tests last no longer than one hour.

The only other require-

Dr. Robert Oaks (Geology

101) prepared a 50 question test requiring the students to select the right answer

from a choice of answe rs and place that answer on a separate answer sheet. Dr.
Mary Anna Baden (Sociology 101) prepared a 50 question multiple-choice test
from a compilation of questions drawn from various sociology textbooks.

Polit-

ical Science 111, Geology 101, and Sociology 101 used the same test for the pretest and posttest in their respective courses.
Administration of the tests.

The Economics 200 tests, pretest (Form B)

and posttest (Form A), were administered spring term, 1972, by Dr. Glen
Marston.

The Political Science 111 test was administered by this researcher

at the beginning and end of the first session of summer school, 19n.

The

Geology 101 and Sociology 101 tes ts were administered by the respe ctive instructors of those classes both at the beg inning and the end of the first session of
summer school, 1972.
The data for Economics 200 was obtained from the spring research data
compiled by Lyon and Marston (1972) rather than testing students in Economics
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200 during the first session of summer school, 1972. The first, and most
important, was that the dean of the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Science was anxious to obtain data on the achievement in these four courses
by the end of the first session of summer school, 1972.

Economics 200 term-

inated only at the end of the second sess ion of summer session, 1972, therefore making the data impossible to gather in time.

Equally as important, spring

quarter data for Economics 200 was used because (1) the achievement data for
Economics 200 was ava ilable for a large sample group, (2) Economics 200 was
a full term (10 week course) in the sum mer just as it was in the spring, and
(3) Lyon and Marston (1972) had used a well known reputable test to measure
achievement.

These advantages were enough for this researcher to accept the

data from spring term Economics 200 .
The students

111

the two courses thai were tested with teacher·· made

tests, Sociology 101 and Geology 101, were tested a third time at the beginning
of Fall Term, 1972.
course knowledge.

Thi s addit ional testing was to ascertain the retention of the
This procedure insured that the student scores represented

more than regurgitation of learned facts acquired in the short summer session
( 5 weeks).

The delayed testing also prevented any possible effec ts of instructor

teaching of the test.

The latter was not the ca se in the other two courses as the

instructors had no knowledge of the questions on the

~tandanJizcd

tests . Thus,

the test results at the end of the course were assumed to represent valid measures of achievement (i.e. unaffected by short term memory and teacher ke:;ing
of course content to the test questions).
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Analysis

The analysis of the achievement gains/losses in each claRs was conducted by using the t-test of significance with raw score gains and losses . A
second analysis of the achievement gains in each class was conducted by using
the t-test of significance with percentage gain scores.
The analysis of the subsidiary hypotheses required more detailed procedures.

The first three subsidiary hypotheses were analyzed in a 2x2

factorial design using analysis of variance with the F-test of significance.
The fourth subsidiary hypothesis was analyzed with lhe use of the t-test
of significance.

In this case the data included calculations of gains with post-

test scores at the end of the first summer session, 1972, and again with the posttest scores at the beginning of the fall term, 1972.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

The results of thi s study are presented in five sections related to the five
hypotheses of this thesis.

Primary Hypothesis

Hypothesis No. 1: This hypothesis stated that there was no difference between the pretest and posttest scores of the students taking selected introductory
soci al s c ience courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sc ienc es at USU.

The results (mean change scores) are presented in Table 1 with

raw scores and percentage scores.
These results showed a difference in the mean achievement change from
pr etest to posttest.

Whereas the simple raw score mean change indicated less of

a change in Political Science than Sociology, the mean percentage change showed
l ess change in Sociology than in Political Science.

This result was due to the

spec ial characteristic of using percentage change scores as the percentage change
score did not penalize the high starters as d id the simp le raw gain score.

The

mea n pretest scores of the students in Political Science wer e much higher
(X ~

45 . 5 out of 65 scorable points or 70 per cent correct) than the mean pre-

test scores of the students in Sociology

(X

~ 27. 3 out of 50 scorable points or

55 per cent corre ct) . Thus the raw change scores tended to reduce the magnitude
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Table 1.

Mean change scores of students in selected introductory social science
courses offered by the College of Humanities , Arts , and Social 5ciences
at USU

COURSE

MEAN RAW SCORE
POSTTEST #1 *
PRETEST

MEAN CHANGE SCORE
RAW
PERCENTAGE**
GAIN
GAIN

Political
Science
(PS 111)

45 . 5

52.8

+7.3

T36. 6

Sociology
(Soc 101)

27.3

35 . 0

+7. 7

+32. 3

**

Posttests will be distinguished as # 1 and #2 to distinguish between the
posttest given at the conclusion of the course (posttest # 1) and the
posttest given approximately two months after the conclusion of the
course (posttest #2).
Percentage gain scores are calculated according to the formulas provided
by Menlo and ,Johnson (1971) below:
When the final score for an individual exceeded his initial score,
the percentage gain score was defined as:
P. G. = ( x2 - xl

100

where x 2 = final score
x 1 = initial score
p
Rp = highest possible score
minus initial score
When the final score was less than the initial score, percentage gain was
defined as:

R

P.G. = (x2-x1)100
R

n

x 2 and x 1 same
R

11

as above

= initial minus lowest possible

score
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of the change in the case of the high starters which increased the error due to
the ceiling effect.

The percentage change minimized the error due to the

ceiling effects by maximizing the scores of the original high starters. In this
case the percentage gain scores gave a more accurate indication of change from
the pretest to the posttest.
The absolute differences in change were analyzed with the t-test to
determine if the differences were statistically significant.

The data are pre-

sented in Table 2 below.

Table 2.

COURSE

T-test values for absolute change scores of students in selected
introductory social science courses offered by the College of Humanities Arts and Social Sciences at USU.
RAW CHANGE SCORE VALUES
MEAN CHANGE
t-test
value

PERCENTAGE GAIN VALUES
MEAN CHANGE
t-test
value

Political
Science

+7.3

6. 7*

+36. 6

8. 2*

Sociology

+7.7

5 . 1**

+32.3

5. 3**

*

16F .99

~ 2 . 921

** sF. 99 ~ 3.355

Table 2 shows that the absolute mean changes for Political Science and
Sociology, whether calculated with raw change scores or simple percentage
change scores were significant.

This means that there was one c hance in a 100

that the difference obtained between the pretest and posttest might have been due
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to cha nce alone.

Thus, the data indicated that the students increased in knowledge

of the subjects political science and sociology during the period in which they
took the course.

The primary null hypothesis was r ejected as there was a dif-

ference between the pretest and posttest scores of students Laking selected introductory social science courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences at USU.

Subsidiary Hypotheses

Hypothesis No. 2: This hypothesis stated that there was no difference in
achievement between students taking introductory social science courses offered
by the College of Humanities, Arts, a nd Social Science and the achievement of
students taking introductory courses offered by other colleges at USU,
A 2x2 factorial design containing percentage change scores for the four
classes tested was used to determine the validity of this hypothesis. The same
design was used in the analysis of hypothesis No. 3 proposing no difference in
achievemen t measured by standard i zed tests and achievement measured by criterion-referenced tests, and hypothesis No. 4 stating no interaction between the
mode of testing and the college offering the course.

The pretest and posttest

No. 1 (the posttest given at the conc lusion of the course) achievement scores
were used to determine the percentage change scores in the four clas ses.

The

2x2 factorial design is presented below in Figure No . 2.
Since each c lass had a dispropor tionate number of students the two way
ANOVA with disproportionate frequency per cell method of unweighted means
was used to determine the statistical significance of the difference between the
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COLLEGE OFFERING
THE COURSE

College of
Humanities, Arts,

TYPE OF TEST
STAN JARDIZED
CRITERIONREFERENCED
TEST
TEST

soc

PS 111

TOTAL

101

~~~~~~1~£~~~~---------~~~~----- -----~~~~--------- ~~~~GEO 101

ECON 200
TOTAL

Figure 2.

+9 0. 4

+61.6

+152.0

Factorial design (2x2) - Type of test x college offering the course-using mean percentage gain scores

mean percentage change scores of students taking social science courses from
the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Science and the mean percentage
change scores of students taking introductory courses from other colleges at
USU.

The ANOVA F-value for the difference betwe en the rows (di splayed in

Table 3 below) was F = 13.62 and was significant, therefore, the null hypothesis
was rejected. It shou ld be noted that the extremely high mean percentage change
value in geology appeared to make the F-value for the difference betw een the sum
of the rows significant and was the source of much of the variance.
Hypothesis No.3: This hypothesis stated that thei'e was no difference between
the achievement measured by the standardized tests and the achievement measured by the criterion-referenced tests.

Table 3 shows that the mean difference

f>etween columns provides a value ofF= 11.28.

This value was significant.

The re:;ults show that there are fiv e changes in 100 that the difference between
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Table 3.

The A NOVA table (disproportionate frequency per cell with
unweighted means)

sv

ss

DF

MS

F

Between
Columns

207. 3 6

207.36

11.28*

Between
Rows

205.41

250.41

13. 62*

Interaction

149.69

149 . 69
MSE(ADJ)
18.38

Error

81

22,060.2 7

8.14*

*F . 9"(1, 81) - 4. 00
;)

achievement of students measured with a standardized test and the achievement
of stude nts measured with a criterion-referenced test will occur by chance
alone.

The null hypothesis must therefore be rejected . Again, the extremely

high mean percentage change score in geology appeared to be UJC source of much
of the variance between the columns.
Hypothesis No. 4: This hypoth es is stated thattherc was no interaction
between the mode of testing and the college offering the course.
the interaction F-value to be 8.14.

Table 3 sh ows

The results indica te that 5 out or 100 limes

there will be an interaction between the college offering the course anc.J the type
of test used to measure achievement IJy ehance alone.

The ScheHe comparison

test was used to investigate the observed sources of interaction.

Using the

comparison of single means only, the interaction between the mean percentage
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change score of students in Economics 200 and Geology 101 provided a confidence
inter val whic h did not cover zero.

Thus, the interaction was significant.

Hypothesis No. 5: This hypothesis stated that there was no difference
between the achievement of students in geology and sociology tested with n
criterion-referenced test at the beginning of the course and the achievement of
these s ame students tested with the same device two months after the end of
that course .
The absolute change data (both raw score change and percentage change)
fo r t he two courses tested with criterion-referenced tests is presented in Table
4 below:

Table 4.

Table of mean change scores of students in courses tested with
criterion-referenced tests at the end of the course (posttest No. 1)
and two months after posttest No. 1 (posttest No. 2)

COURSE

MEAN CHANGE SCORES
PERCE NTAGE CHANGE
RAW CHANGE
POSTTEST
POSTTEST
POSTTEST
.POST TEST
NO 1
NO.2
NO. 1
NO.2
-PRETEST
-PRETEST
-PRETEST
-PRETEST

GEOLOGY

+22*

+14. 5*

+58 . 1 *

+39. 0*

SOCIOLOGY

+ 7.7*

+ 6. 0*

+32. 3 *

+24.6*

*(lO F. 95 = 2.228

sF . 95

2 . 306)
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The comparison of pretest-posttest No. 1 and pretest-posttest No. 2
change scores showed that the absolute size of the change score became
smaller when the posttest No. 2-pretest score was used.

The significant

factor to note was that even after two months from the completion of the course,
the achievement change measured from the pretest was still s ignificant for
both classes regardless of the change score method used.

These results

indicated that the probability is 5 out of 100 that the difference between mean
achievement scores on the pretest and posttest No. 2 will have occurred by
chance.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study, conducted for the College of Humanities, Arts
and Social Sciences at USU, was to investigate the achievement that occurs in
sele c ted introductory social science courses offered by that college.

Two

social science introductory courses were selected from the list of courses
offered by the College of Humanities, Arts , and Social Science .

The students

in one course, Politica l Science 111 , were tested with a nationally standardized
political science test.

The stude nts in the oth er co urse, Sociology 101, were

tested with a teacher- made test constructed by the professor in that course.
The students in both classes were pretested at the beginning of the first session
of summer school, 1972, and again at the end of the fi rst session of summer
school, 1972.
Two other c lasses were chosen which were offered by colleges at USU
other than the College of Humanities, Arts and Soci a l Sciences.

These two

courses acted as a contro l measure with which to compare the ach ievement of
the students taking the social science courses offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.

The students in o ne course, Economics 200,

were tested wi th a nationally sta ndardized test, the Test of Understanding in
College Economics.

The students in the other course, Geology 101, were

given a teacher-made test construc ted by the professor of that cou rse.

The
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students in the Geology 101 course we re tested at the beginning a nd end of th e
course during the fi rs t sess ion of summer school, 1972.

The students in

Economics 200 were tested at the beginning and end of the co urse, spring term,
1972.
Two courses using the tea c her-made exams, Geol ogy 101 and Sociology
101, were tested a third time (posttest No . 2) two months after the completion
of the cour se. The additional testing was performed to measure the long term
r etent10n in these two courses and the amount of teacher quing of students to
the test questions.
The study tested five hypothes es:
1.

There is no difference between the pretest and posttest scores of

students taking selected introduc tory social science cours es offered by the
College of Human ities, Arts, and Social Sciences a t USU .
2 . There is no difference in achievement between students taking
introductor y soc ial science courses offe red by the College of Humanitie s , Arts ,
and Soc ial Sciences and the achievement of students taking introductor y courses
offered by the other colleges at USU.
3. Th ere is no difference in achievement measured hy s tandardi zed
tests ami achieveme nt measured by c riterion-referenced tests .
4.

There is no inter ac tion between the mode of testing and the c:ullege

offering the course .
5.

There is no difference between achievement of stude nts tested with

c riterion-referenced tests at the beginning of a course and the achievement of
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those same students tested with the same criterion-referenced test two months
after the courses termination .
The data permitted a rejection of all five hypotheses.

First, the data

showed that students in selected introductory social science courses offered
by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences did gain in knowledge.
Second, the students in the selected introductory social science courses offered
by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences did not show as much
knowledge gain as those students tested in selected introductory courses offered
by other colleges at USU.

Third, students who were in courses measured with

the criterion-referenced tests scored higl,er than those students who were in
courses measured with the standardized tests.

Fourth, there was an inter-

action between the method of testing and the college offering the course.

Last,

the students in geology and sociology cour ses tested with the criterion-referenced
test two months after the completion of the course showed achievement gains.

Conclu sions

The data indicates that students in the introductory social science
classes tested do acquire knowledge by taking the courses.
gained is more than might be expected by chance a lone.

The knowledge

The general intro-

ductory courses in pol itical science and sociology are not duplications of high
school political science and sociology co urses.

These findings can be assumed

for the other five introductory social science courses offered by the College of
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences too, due to the similarity of the courses.

This can be further substantiated by the positive achievement gains made by
students taking similar introductory courses offered by colleges other than
the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.

The reliability of the

above conclusions is largely substantiated by the similar ity in achieveme nt obtained from the students' performance on the tests given two months after the
completion of the course. The students in the two courses tested continued
to show positive achievement gains.

Though the gains were not as large as

the gains at the completion of the courses, they were still more than would be
expected by chance alone.

Thus even with the use of the criterion-referenced

tests, the gains in ac1-;ievemenl were evident.
Though it was found that (1) the students in introductory course s offered
by other colleges at USU showed larger knowledge ga in s than the students in
the introductory social science courses, (2) the students in courses measured
by criterion-referenced tests scored higher than the students in courses measured with standardized tests, and (3) the interaction between the method of
testing and the c ollege offering the course existed--this researcher would advocate further investigation before these findings were accepted due to the large
g·ain shown in Geology 101 class.

This major deviation in gain score from the

other three courses appears tu bias the use of the ANOVA statistic and casts
doubt as to the accuracy of the conclu s ions drawn from the findings.
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Discussion

In discussing the results

1 .lu

conclusions of this research, a review of

the internal and external invalidity factors related to this research design
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963) is deemed important.

Without such a review it

would be impossible to determ ine if c ha nge had occurred and if the change coulc.l
be generalized to the population co nsiderec.l.

Before the internal and external

invalidity laetors related to this design are examined, however, the concept
of measuring change (rather than concentrating on final scores adjusted by
pretest scores) seems warranted.
Carl Berieter (Lord, 1963) describes three persisting dilemmas in the
measurement of change.

The three are entitl ed (1) the overcorrection-under-

correction dilemma, (2) the physical ism-s ubj ectivi sm dilemma, and (3) the
unreliability in validity dilemma.

Only the latter dilemma seems to pose a

serious quesllon to the use of change scores in this research.
The unreliability-invalidity dilemma "stems from the fuct that high
reliability of change scores usually requires low test-retest correlations, with
the implications that in such a case the test may not measure the same thing on
the two occasions and the change scores will therefore be meaningless"
(Berieter, 1963, p. 20).
Tl,e dilemma becomes more clear when noticing the relationship of the
variables in the reli ability formula (below) for the difference in scores on tests
x andy. In this equation rx-y is the reliability of the difference between x and
y, r xy is the intercorrelation between the two tests, and r is one-half the sum

-tO

of the re liabilities of tests x andy (Gulliksen, 1950):

A critical review of the reliability and corre latio n ratios will show
that the dilemma is obvious in this study a lso.

Table 5.

Correlation and r eliab ility data relating to the unreliabilityinva lidity dilemma

COURSES

Correlations
Pretest/
Posttest No.

Reliability (KR 20)
Average of Pretest/
Posttest No. 1

Reliab ility of the
mean difference of
Pretest/ Posttest No.1

POLITICAL
SCIENCE 111

. 66

.58

.24

SOCIOLOGY 101

. 70

. 74

. 13

GEOLOGY 101

. 60*

. 65**

. 12**

ECONOMICS 200

.47

***

***

*
h

***

Co rrelation of pretest/ posttest No. 2
Reliabilities of pretes t/pos ttest No. 2
Test data not available with which to calculate reliabilities

Berieter approaches the dilemma by (1) providing a technique to r educe
the corr elation while maintaining a relative ly high reliability, (2) suggesting
th at attributes be conceptualized independentl y of any instruments supposed to
measure it (Jordan, 1960), and (3) suggesting the use of change scores only
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indicators of change without specifying the variable changed or the variable
causing the change.
Even with Berieter's discussion of the dilemma and his proposals to
the remedy the dilemma many researchers (Buethe, 1969; Glaser, 1968;
Roberts, 1969; Forehand, 1971; Dyer, 1970; Milton and Shoben, 1968;
Westland, 1971; Cronbaeh, 1963; Dyer, 1966; Manning, 1969; Ford, 1971)
still use change sco res with which to measure variables in the academic setting.
Of course, the fact that these researchers used the change score method of
quantifying data does not make them any less suspect to the dilemma posed.
The major thrust of this resenrch was to determine if change occurred
in knowledge acquisition and in what direction that change occurred. In this
respect, the approach agreed with one of Berieter's approaches (No. 3) to
the dilemma of using change scores.

No attempt was made to identify the

independent variables functionally related to the cha nge other than grouping
them under the title of the "effects of college introductory c lass es." The
specificity of the tests to a large degree limited the measurement of change to
the effects of the introduction classes and ruled out the acquisition of more general information which co uld be gathered outside the classroom situation.

As

lo the labeling of the change as "achievement" simply because the same objective test was used requiring factual knowledge r esponses, the Berieler argument poses some questions.

It is possible that the score on lhe first lest

represented differences mainly in prior acquaintance with the course and that
the final test score represented learning ability in the subject.
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Thus, with one qualification, the labeling of change as "achievement"
rather than verbal aptitude or some oth er factor , the dilemma of unreliability
and invalidity can be resolved in this administrative study because of th e impressive past precedent of other researchers' use of the technique and the
spec ial pur poses to which change scores are used in this particular study ,
primarily to measure change and its direction as measured by te sts specific
to the course.
As previ ously mentioned, designs are distinguished in terms of internal
validity.
Experiments are more or Jess internally valid depending on
how well extraneous variables have been controlled by the resea r che r .
If extraneous va riables are not controlled in the experiment, we cannot know whether observed changes in the experimental group are
due to the e xperimental treatment or to an extraneous variable .
(Borg and Gall, 1971, p. 365)
In this r esearch the dependent variable, though in question be ca use of the co mments of Berieter, is "ac hieve ment " whereas the independ ent variable is the
introductory co llege course (specific a lly the introductory socia l science
courses offered by the College of Hum a nities, Arts and Social Sciences).

The

eight fa c tors relevant to internal validity will be discussed in relation to the
possible influence of other variables besides th e introductory co llege course .
A factor i mportant lo assessing the measured change is the effec ts of
regression.

This factor occ ur s most in test-retest s i tuati ons with initiall y

low and high performance groups.

It is doubted that the extreme ly high and

low scores represent "tr ue" scores a nd that on th e second testing of the students
that these groups will regress toward the mean (Borg and Gall, 1971) . Thougc

the effect is usually discussed in terms of the error of measurement, "it is
more generally a function of the degree of correlation; the lower the correl ation the greater the regression toward the mean" (Campbell and Stanley, 1963,
p. 11).

In relation to these two positions the regression effect does not appear

to have muclJ bearing in this study as (1) an average cross section of college
students were tested, and (2) the correlations between the tests (below) were
not exceptionally low.

Table 6.

Correlations between tests

COURSES

Pretest/
Posttest No.

Pretest/
Posttest No. 2

Posttest No . 1/
Posttest No . 2

Economics 200

. 47

Political
Science 111

. 66

Geology 101

. 51

. 60

. 72

Sociology 101

. 70

. 70

. 96

A second factor, hi story, or the specific events occurring between the
first and second measurements in addition to the experimental variable can be
dismissed as the time interval between the tests was too short (approximately
five weeks) for any other variable to have much effect.

Only in the case of

political science diJ the increased news coverage of the 1972 pres idential
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campaign seem a powerful external variable which could have influenced
achievement.

If history had been a critical variable the delayed testing of

geology and sociology students would have shown an increase from the scores
of the posttest No. 1 but this did not occur.
Maturation, a third factor, does not seem to play a part in this study as
the time interval between the tests again was too short.

All pretests and post-

tests (No. 1) were given in the normal class period and required no extra student time compared to the regular class activities.

Maturation would be more

likely to occur in a study taking several years to determine change.

The

maturation factor did occur to some degree in the way the instructor presented
the tests to the studen ts.

Some professors used much more encouragement

during the final tests than they did in the pretest.

This could acco unt for the

higher performance on the final tes t, a maturation factor that was not controlled in the procedure.
T"e factors of instrumentation and .!!!2_Etality appear to have little impact on the data.

In regard to instrumentation th ere were no changes in the

cali brations, observers, tests, or scorers while obtaining measurements.
tests were objective in nature thus voiding any subjectivity to the grading.

All
In

regard to mortality, all class statistics were calculated using on ly those
students who had taken both pretest and posttest.

In some eases this meant

some students had to be removed from the calculations but this allowed for
comparability of such factors as correlation coefficients, reliab ility measurements, an d mean scores from one test situation to another within a subject

->3

area.

The intact group was used in preference to the random selection of

volunteers not only because of the benefits it allowed for generalizability but
because it was expected that there would be less mortality using intact than
random volunteers (Beanblossom, 1969).
The effects of pretests on the performance o f a posttest was uncontrolled
in this experiment.

The entire class was given the exam rather than randomly

assigning a pretest to only half the students and giving the final test to all the
students . Thus, the pretest effects cannot be separated from the change
scores.
Selection has always been a cruc ial element when considering internal
validity. Selection bias occurred in using intact groups of students enrolled
for the courses . The composition of students in these intact groups was not as
representative of the students taking introductory cou1·ses at USU previous to
1972-1973 because of the new general education requirements making certain

core classes not mandatory . Students at USU now are allowed to select their
introductory courses in certain subjects thus bypassing the traditional core
course areas.
areas.

The result is a more specialized, motivated student in certain

ThiR fact was clearly the case as the professors in political science,

sociology and geology all indicated considerable reductions in enrollments in
their classes over previous summer sessions. Though this fact supports the
validity (generalizability) it hinders the internal validity by selecting a group of
dedicated, motivated students.

Comparability between classes may be impo s-

sible, too, as different subject areas may attract a different caliber of student
as so often happens in the upper division courses.

No control was established

for this variability due to differences in abilities of students taking each course
and may have a d ire ct influence on achievement.
Several factors rel evant to internal validity can interact to provide
threats to the effects of the independent variable.

The interaction of testing

and selection introduces the concept of ceiling effect.
The ceiling effect means that the range of d iffi cu l ty
of the test items is limited; therefore, the test does not
measure the entire range of ach ievement possible on the
dimension being measured. (Borg and Gall, 1971, p. 407)
A rule of thumb to test for ceiling effect (Diederick, 1956) is to determine if
the highest final score is !?0 per cent correct and the average goes up only from
50 to 60 per cent correct.

A chart is provided below to indicate how the four

evaluation instruments in this study compared to such a rule.

Table 7.

Index values for ceiling effect evaluation

TEST

Highe st correct
on final test per
cent of total
12ossible

Pretest X
correct as
per cent
J20SSible

Pretest No . 1
corr ect as
per cent of
J20SSible

Posttest No.2
correct as
per cent or
QOSsible

POLITICAL
SCIENCE 111

95%

70%

81%

SOCIOLOGY 101

84%

55%

70%

G?%

GEOLOGY 101

86%

24%

68%

53 %

ECONOMICS 200

64%

24%

41%

Only in the case of the political sc ience test, Principles of Democracy
Test, Form A, does the ceiling effect seem to be of any consequence . This
can be directly attr ibutabl e to th e tests intended use at grades 9- 12 and not at
the college le;el.

The use of the percentage gain score to an extent will

weight g:>ins in the upper limits more heavily and will prov ide some adjustment fo r the ceiling effect on thi s test.

It should be mentioned in relation

to percentage gain that although the percentage gain scores do not differ
drastically from the raw gain scores, the perc en tage gain scores provided a
valuable method for comparing the results of the different classes by normali zing the distribution of scores to some extent and adjusting for the ceiling
effect.
In conclusion, there are several factors of internal validity wh ich were
not controlled a nd may account for some of the variability in th e achievement
changes measured.

These factors inc;lude matur ation , testing, and selection.

Exter nal va lidity , or represe ntativeness , is the other important factor
that must be discussed in order to determine the carryover which can be expected between the experiment and the related field situations.
As previously stated, of the 25 introductory s ocial science cour ses
offered by these three departments, seven can actually be classified as basic
pre-requisite first term introductory social science courses . Therefore, the
two classes chosen from these seven represent slightly m or e than

2~

per cen t

of the courses that could be tested and consequently a rather large propo rtion
of the population being studied .
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Othc r fnC'tr rs enter into the discussion of the representativeness of the
Th~H'

s H plt.
th•

~evPn

may also add or detract from the sample's generalizability to

bask introduction courses in soc ial science and even to the 25 lower

1

·sw.' sc•cta science courses offered by the College of Hum anities , Arts ,

~p

1 Social Sciences.
odU~cc

For instance , the cou rses which succeed the initial

n c. Jurse and which are not part of a sequence of course (i.e. num-

1. cr. 1 Rt"·'JllCnl 'nil; 101, 102, 103) s eem to develop more complex ideas than the

tn tlill

cC'·''>'~.

The increased complexity may or may not result in larger or

s na.!er gains/losses in achi evement.
specify

wb~t

The results of this study, thus, do not

the achievement might be in 100 or 200 level non-sequenced intro-

ductory social science courses follow ing the initial sequenced introductory

courses.
Another factor

affe~ti ng

the generalizability from the two course sample

usecl in this study to the other introductory social science courses is that the
t~8ting

occurred in the 5-week summer session .

This was a shortened time

per od as compared to the normal 10-12 week long term.

The lack of compar-

ability thus results in two areas: (1) the potential incomparability between
students in the summer session and the 9-12 week term in the fall, winter,
o• spr1ng terms, and (2) the potential in comparability between the learning
tl> t occurs in the shortened term and the regular length term.

In relation to this first area of concern, the students attending the
summer session and enrolled in the introductory courses appear to come from
the same population as those students attend ing USU during the fall, winter ,

and spring terms.

Of the 12 students taking Sociology 101 and tested, three

left town at the end of the summer quarter, while the other nine students returned to the camp us for further st11dy in the fall, 1973.

Of the 1.1 students

taking Geology 101, all students were present for the fall quarter though two
refu sed to take the test in the fall . These two examples point out that the
students taking the introductory courses are not the graduate level population
which is typically associated with the transient group of students which commonly frequent the summer school sessions.
No data was collected on which to compare the subjects of this particular study on the basis of IQ, GPA, major or sex, with students who attended
the 9 month session of school (fall, winter and spring terms).

There are some

speculations that summer school undergraduates differ in their motivation and
basic ability.

The summer session might include those highly motivated

students who want to get through college in three years or those students who
were unable to pass, complete or take the course in the normal 9 month session.
It seems to this researcher that the per forman ce of the above named groups

would offset (counter balance) each other when using the overall class mean
achievement score.
A second factor related to a shortened term is the effect it might have
on achievement.

Mangham (1971)

revealed that neither the high ability group nor the low
ability group showed a significant difference in its academic performance under the semester and quarter systems . . . there was
evidence that the majority of students in each group preferred the
quarter fiystem. It appears that they favored the quarter system
because they liked the increas ed pace anr.l greater pressure which

,j Q

they experienced under this system. Apparently it seemed
less drawn out and less bori ng. (p. 3296)
Another study (Monk anJ Str.lling , 1971) reports :
. . . that moderate variations in test frequen cy do not
significa ntl y affect the college students' learning . . . the student
docs not need many cues to discern the type of learn ing required
by a course , and that if his lea rning is being measured by "hourly"
and final examinations, frequent quizzes are of little importan ce to
his learning once he knows what wi ll be demanded of him. (p. 187)
~1 t

se two studies ind ica te that the s h ortened term may have little negative

elf ·ct on the performance of tl1e students in college, but quite the contrary,
it may have a posi tive effect.
Two additional comments in relation to the interaction of selection and
the exper imental treatment as a factor of internal validity are needed.

First,

the discussion thus far should make it clear that the achievement gains in the
two social sc ien ce courses sampled cannot be used to infer ac hi e vement in nonsocial science courses (i. c. Introduc tion to Nove l , Enjoying Musi c, o r Introrluction to Short Story) offered by the College of Humanitie s, Arts, and Social
Science. Second, the two social scie nce courses may serve as an adeq_1ate
sample to ind1catP achievement in socia l sc ience courses offered by departments in colleges other than the College of Humanities , Arts, a nd Soc ial
Sciences (i.e. Econom ics and Psychology).

Thi s ass umpti on is somewh at

o;uustantiated by the achievement results in Economics 200 shown in thi s
re;;<•arch.
study.

Students in economics s howed ach ieve me nt gains after one term of

Even though the gains were not as great a s the gains in the two social

science courses offered by the Co lluge of Humanities, Arts, and Soci a l
Seien<'es, they were significant.
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A second facto r of external validity is the interaction of testing and the
dependent vari able.

This factor was uncontrolled in this experiment.

Typi-

ca lly a pretes t wouid not be given to students taking a course dt college though
there are except ions to this rule.

Considering the former to be the case in

most in stances, the effects due to the pretest make generalizabil ity to the
normal classroom s itua t ion impossible.
A third factor, is the reactive effects of experimental arrangements.
The built in biases of using intact groups and profes s ors who were a bit
skeptical of the use of the data provided some uncontrolled effects of the
experimental tr eatment.

Se veral professors prefaced the pretest with derision

yet they s pent considerable time encouraging the students to do well on the posttes t . T he students knew that they were part of an exper im ent that was in
addition to the ir normal requirements.

The fact that no remuneration (i.e.

money or grades ) was given for student participation and that only 6 of 48 students in geology, soci ology , and political science dropped out for one reason or
the other, appears to evidence that the students were seriously concerned with
the experi me ntati on.

This situation approximates the type of part icipation one

migh t expect in a normal testing situation.

If extra credit for testing would

have been given , the situation would have been a closer approximation to the
normal classroom .

The fourth factor of external val idity, the multiple treatment interfere nce, occurs only in experimental designs exposing the subject to more
t ha n one exper imental treatment, and thus is not relevant to this study .
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In summary , the findings of this research can be accepted within the

fnmework of the limitations mentioned.

The limitations of using change

scores is not as se rious a limitation in this study as it might be in other
studies using change scores.

Using change scores to determine change and

the direction of the change is the proper use of change scores.

Though label-

inp; the change "achievement" can be questioned, the specificity of the test in
,., 'a lion to the course content and the factual, objective nature of the tests
sPemed to obviate the classification of test behavior as "achievement."
The primary limitation in terms of evaluating change appeared to be
the failure to control for the effects of the pretest--using the same test for
pretest and posttest. Other than this one factor, U1 e use of percentage gain
scores and Ole spec ificity of Ute tests nullified Ole effects of the other factors
of internal invalidity pretest-posttest design to measure change.
The amount of generality of the finding s seems limited to the achievement of stndents in the seven introductory social science classes offered by
th<o College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences. Generality of achievemrmt gains lo other introductory courses offered by co lleges other than the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Soc ial Sciences seems warranted Ulough that
objective was not Ole primary purpose of this research.

The generality to

students taking these introductory courses in other terms seems accurate uespitc U10 usc of s ummer session students and the shortened term (5 weeks).
The use of pretest and Ole variabi lity in the moti valional techniques of Ole
teachers in preparing the students to take the tests appear to be Ole two
limiting factors to generality in the college classroom situation.

Both could
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been controlled and will be discussed in the recommendation section

Within the limits mentioned above, this researcher concludes that the
data of this stud)· suggests that the introductory soc ial science courses offered
by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sc ience do in c rease the achievement of studen ts taking such courses . Recommendations for further studies
are pre,,ented below.

Recommendations

1.

The same study could be replicated using a test composed of a sampling
of questions from each of the four tests in this study.

2.

The same study could be replicated using a design which allows the
pretcstlng e ffect to be isolated.

3.

The same study could be replicated using students attending these
introductory social scie nce courses during the normal 9-week session.

4.

The same study could be replicated using soc ial science courses offered
by other colleges with which to compare the soc ial sc ience cou rses
offered by the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sc iences.
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USU STUDY OF THE VALIDITY OF AWARDING CREDIT BY
EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION

A random selection of 24 students from each of the five groups designated be-low took part in this study:
1.

Adv. Place. 1971-72 USU freshman students who received a score
of 3, 4, or 5 on the Advanced Placement test in English Composition.

2.

CLEP Cr. 1971-72 USU freshmen students who received credit for
freshmen English by scoring 450 or more points on the CLEP
General Examination in English Composition.

3 . . CLEP Waiver 1971-72 USU freshmen students who waived the
Freshmen English requirement by scoring from 390-449 points on
the CLEP Ge neral Examination in English Composition.
4.

A-B (F. E .) 1970-71 USU freshmen students who received c redit for
three quarters of Freshmen English, and whose Freshmen English
grade-point-average was fro m a " B" to an "A".

5.

C-D (F. E.) 1970-71 USU freshmen students who received credit for
three q uarters of Freshmen English, and whose Freshmen English
grade- point-average was from a "D" to a "C " .

All five groups of students took the CLEP subject examination in English Composition, which consists of a 90 minute o bjective part and a 90 minute essay part.
The objective part of the test is machine scored and designed so that an individual can receive a score of fr om 20 to 80 points.
Each of the essays was graded by three members of the USU English Department.
An individual could score from 1 to 12 points ("F" to "A") on one essay . In
this analys is , the grades of the three essay graders were summed giving ea ch
individual one essay score which could range from 3 to 36 points.
The figures below show the mean and standard deviation (S.D.) each gro up
received on each pa rt of the examination:
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OBJECTIVE
MEAN

S. D.

ESSAY
MEAN

Adv. Place.

55.38

7.35

Adv. Place .

17.17

6.74

CLEP Cr.

51.83

8. 83

CLEP Cr.

13.88

5 . 90

A-B(F.E.)

4 8 .12

8 .11

A-B (F.E.)

13 .42

5.99

CLEP Waive r

41. 62

6. 36

C-D (F.E.)

11.25

4.23

C-D (F. E.)

3 9.92

5 . 93

CLEP Waiver

10 . 88

5.09

S.D.

Differences between all of the group means are shown below. Those which are
s ignificant are marked with asterisks and are also specified individually. One
aste risk indicates that we can say with a probability of . 95 that the means of
the populations from which the samples were drawn are different. 1\vo asterisks
indicates that we can say with a probabil ity of . 99 that the means of the pop ulations from which the samples were drawn are different.

1. Adv. Place .

X
55.38

Xi-X5
15 . 46**

OBJECTIVE
Xi-X4
X i-X3
13.76**
7.26**

2.

51. 83

11.91**

10. 2 1**

3. A-B (F.E . )

48 . 12

8.20**

6. 50*

4.

CLEP WAIVET!

41.62

1. 70

5.

C-D (F . E.)

39.92

CLEP Cr.

x

ESSAY
xi - X4
5 . 92**

1. Adv. Place.

17.17

Xi-X5
6. 29**

2.

13.88

3. 00

2. 63

3. A-B (F.E . )

13.42

2. 34

2 . 17

4.

C-D (F.E.)

11.25

.37

5.

CLEP WAIVET!

10.8R

CLEP Cr.

Xi-X2
3.55

3 . 71

Xi-X3
3. 75
.46

Xi-X:z
3.29
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'fhP fc. 'owing C<'mparisons were signficant:
OBJECTIVE
Adv.Piac·e. vs C-D(F.E.)
Ad.·. Place .

IS

I'S

15.46**

CLEP Waiver 13.76**

A<iv PlncP. vs A-B(F. E.)
CLIP l'r

ESSAY

C-D (F.E.)

A-b IF.E.) vs C-D (F. E.)

7. 26**

Adv. Place. vs CLEP Waiver

6. 29**

Ad v.Place. vs C-D (F . E.)

5. 92**

* . 95 probability (Tab. Value ; 4 . 59)
""*· 99 probability (Tab. Value; 5. 51)

11.91 **
8. 20**

The correlation (r) between the objective and essay parts of the test
was. 56.

A· [ (F E.) vs CLEP Waiver 6. 50*

* . 'J5

probability (Tab. Value ;5. 84)
(Tab. Value ;7. 02)

**. 99 probability

No significant difference on others
measured between groups.
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